Robert and Casey Guerrero Are BOTH Fighters
Written by Michael Woods
Tuesday, 24 July 2012 13:50

I spend too much time on silly stuff. Too much time dilly dallying on Facebook, spewing about
politics and such. I spend a bit too much time watching crap TV. I have somewhat rehabbed
myself off reality TV, by and large, so that's a good thing, one less thing I have to feel guilty
about, knowing that unless I see compelling evidence to the contrary, we all have one life to
live, and in that vein, it is probably a good idea to spend the time alloted not wasting it.

Some could argue that I spend too much time on boxing. I'd argue that in this sport I make my
living, through TSS, and ESPN New York, etc. I am these days better about leaving the ole
Blackberry at home on the weekends, so I'm not tethered to the latest UK news, and thus
ignoring or giving short shrift to my family, so I would protest fairly vehemently that I don't spend
too much time, waste too much time on boxing. Furthermore, it is within the sport, from the
people who perform in the ring, where I learn a lot of the life's lessons that are useful in
maintaining or obtaining life skills to soldier on when I get down...about the next bloated Con Ed
bill...or the madness that is the mind of a three -year old in mid meltdown....It is from the stories
of people like Robert Guerrero, and his wife Casey, who battles--and I don't use that word
loosely, she does battle the disease, with the same fervor her hubby shows in the
ring--leukemia that I derive strength, and hope. Through stories like theirs I slough off some of
the cynicism that tends to accumulate as you 1) get older, and see society make the same
mistakes over and over, such as when I hear about the latest mass murder committed with an
assault weapon and 2) work in the news business, where too often you focus on negatives,
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because negative, or controversial stories, simply get more traction from readers because there
is drama there, and people like drama, whereas there is less drama in your average "feel-good"
story unless there is a novel or stunning hook to it.

Robert (29-1-1 with 18 KOs; fighting for the first time since April 2011 after a shoulder injury)
fights on Showtime Saturday, in a tussle for the interim WBC welterweight title, against Turk
Selcuk Aydin (23-0 with 17 KOs) in California. This is a fight I expect Guerrero, who has faced
down a stiffer level of foes than has the German-based hitter, to win.

His wife, as seen in this video provided by Showtime , fights on a daily basis against leukemia,
a battle which to be brutally, painfully honest, I do know how she will fare.

She had a bone marrow transplant in January of 2010, made necessary because without it, she
would have died. Casey was diagnosed with leukemia in 2007, and has fought, for no pay, for
no acclaim, to little fanfare, since then. She had three relapses and then docs told her she
needed that transplant to get a chance at more time living, with her husband and two children.

The Gilroy, CA residents--they started dating at 14, and today, Robert is 29-- are seen in the
video in Arizona, and we hear Casey talk about her impending meeting with her organ donor.
We see the Guerreros interact, and smile and laugh, with their boy, and their girl, and I marvel
at their ability to not shrink from the experience, to allow the world a glimpse into the pain, and
the perseverance, that is their life.

He hears the cheers when he beats top-level boxers, and wins titles, and gets paid large sums
of money...and yet, all that is rendered nearly meaningless when he gets news like, "the cancer
has spread to your wife's brain."

"If I don't get a transplant the chemo is not going to help anymore," Casey says on the video,
looking back to a darker time. "I'm going to go in, and come out as a fighter," is how she thought
before heading in for the transplant operation.

They waited for a DNA and blood type match, and someone was found, in Germany. Two years
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later, the Guerreros meet Katerina, the donor from Germany.

Check out their meeting in the video and feel free to share in the happy news that today,
Casey is cancer free. And feel free to take away from the video some perspective, as I have,
that it seems like maybe most of us spend too much time focusing on weigh-in woes, and silly,
infantile squabbles among multi-millionaire power brokers and that stuff, instead of substantial,
truly meaningful, truly important stories like this one.

Oh yeah, you can watch the fight on Showtime, this Saturday, beginning at 10 PM ET.

Comment on this article
deepwater says:
good for you, you sound more and more like a true libertarian everyday. live and let live.
SouthPaul says:
Good read. I'll check out the video in a bit. War Casey!
deepwater says:
[QUOTE=SouthPaul;18775]Good read. I'll check out the video in a bit. War Casey! Be to cancer
what Derrick Jefferson was to Mo' Harris. Sorry Maurice, nothing personal , but you got ktfo
Deebo style. Actually, you should have a phrase all to your own. You got ktfo Mo' Betta' style!
Lmao. I have a lasting memory of not only that being one of the most wicked ko's I've witnessed
but in which the speed of his mouthpiece was traveling. Sucka may have
disintegrated.[/QUOTE]
love that fight. thought harris was dead. why cant klitchos do that at least one time?
teaser says:
Casey is on the top of the pound for pound list in my books....knocked down again and again
and still getting up to battle ....man that takes real courage knowing you have to go thru that
crap 3 no 4 times !! Wishing all the best to a complete recovery !
brownsugar says:
Even with insurance that had to be an expensive fight. A fight where the prize money goes to
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the healthcare providers. No wonder Robert wanted to fight Mayweather. He probly woulda
fought Godzilla to pay those bills. Wow 2012' and no Eutopia.... no Free Healthcare. To be older
an have a life threatening disease is no joke...but for a young person to have to battle certain
death must be horrific. Glad she pulled thru.
teaser says:
@ brownsugar
yes it's no wonder the ghost was trying so hard to make that big fight ...motivated for sure and
doing what he knows best for the sake of his wife and family ...gotta love the guy !!
SouthPaul says:
[QUOTE=deepwater;18796]love that fight. thought harris was dead. why cant klitchos do that at
least one time?[/QUOTE]
No doubt.. He looked half dead. Scary. He looked out of it on the first knock down in that round
then somehow was able to hurt Jefferson but then baaaaaaaaaaaaaam, Emeril Lagasse style....
Homey is out. Wicked indeed.
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